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Late in 1998 the Association of Learned and
Professional Society Publishers (ALPSP)
decided it was timely to find out what

contributors to learned journals really think about the
factors involved in publishing articles. A major survey
was commissioned and the detailed results have now
been published – What Authors Want.

Four main areas were covered:
●What, at the end of the century, motivates authors to

publish their work?
●How do authors decide where to publish their work?
●What concerns do authors have about the publishing

process?
●What are their hopes and expectations for the future of

the journal publishing process?
Questionnaires were sent out (at vast expense) by the

staff of 109 journals – including the SGM’s – from 38
large and small publishers, in both the scientific and arts
fields. In all, 10,970 authors worldwide were contacted
and an amazing 29.3% responded; 463 of the forms were
completed online.

● Why publish?
Regardless of the respondent’s age, career stage, subject
area or geographical location, communication with their
peers came first, then career advancement, personal
prestige and funding. Hardly anyone published for
direct financial reward.

● Where to publish?
The respondents considered communication to the
widest possible audience and the perceived reputation of
the journal to be most important; the other main factors
determining journal choice were the impact factor
(despite all statistical faults), the quality of peer review
and the retrievability of articles by abstracting and
indexing services. Also ranking high, particularly
among the scientists, were presentational factors (quality
of reproduction, use of colour, typeface, photographic
quality). The arts authors were not as interested as the
scientists in electronic availability of the journal or 
the ability to submit articles electronically. Authors do
not care much where the journal is published, nor 
the nature of the publisher (society/not-for-profit or
multi-megabuck commercial operation) or – if it can be
found – the journal’s circulation, just so long as it has an
international reach. Not having to pay page charges met
with approval in some quarters and the good old offprint
continues to win favour.

● What’s happening to my paper?
Three issues arose as matters of concern about the
publishing process: copyright, peer review and
publication delays. Perhaps surprisingly copyright was
not seen as a hindrance to publication; indeed most
authors claim to understand publishers’ copyright

policies. When explicitly asked who should hold
copyright in journal articles there was a range of opinion,
the arts authors being much more strongly in favour 
of retaining copyright and limiting the rights the
publisher is granted. (One might wonder whether this
response was the result of posing leading questions the
authors had not thought about before.)

Authors, editors, publishers and readers are all
concerned with speed of publication. The science authors
were most concerned that others would publish similar
work before their article appeared; in contrast the arts
group worried more about delays meaning their work
was out-of-date on publication. Scientific publication
might sometimes seem slow but publishing in the arts
generally takes considerably longer.

Respondents seemed reasonably happy with the peer
review process as it currently operates. Faults were
identified, however: delay by the reviewer was the major
concern; superficial or unnecessarily hostile refereeing
also ranked high. When asked how the author felt when
acting as a reviewer, most seemed happy with the status
quo. But the matter of payment will become a more
significant issue in the future.

● What does the future hold?
Almost 70% of authors were of the view that scholarly
publishing should continue in much its present form,
though the expectation is that electronic publishing
with a rapid peer review system will increase in
importance. Although few authors find the options
desirable, there is a perception that posting to preprint
databases and electronic publication with no peer review
will become more prevalent.

So what is the purpose of scholarly publishing today?
Most (53 versus 34%) authors agreed with the
‘contentious and portentous’ statement that [it] is
changing its function from knowledge dissemination to the
building of an author’s résumé/CV or reputation. Can this 
be right, or just the expression of the authors’ personal
opinions rather than a reflection of the true state of
things?

And what will the answers be when the same questions
are asked again in a few years’ time?

● Duncan McGarva, SGM Systems Manager and
Member of the ALPSP Copyright and Electronic
Developments Committees
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For further information

Details of the report 
What Authors Want, including
ordering information can be
found on the ALPSP website
(www.alpsp.org.uk) or can be
obtained from John Morris,
South House, The Street,
Clapham, Worthing, West
Sussex BN13 3UU, UK
(Fax +44 1903 871457).

Most readers of
Microbiology Today
I suspect write and
publish scientific
articles or aspire to do
so. We have certainly
all read one or two of
the items formerly
known as papers. 
Yet hearsay, myths,
rumours and
speculation abound
regarding authors’
needs and concerns
about the path to
publication.


